Technology available to license

Real-time
Image Collator
A software tool which collects images from
multiple feeds to provide information about a
situation or location.

Billions of images are taken every day and can be a useful source of information when collated. From
event experiences and crowd monitoring to coordination in disaster zones, Real-time Image Collator
provides relevant images to aid decision making.
Images provide useful contextual information beyond what
can be conveyed by a text or voice message. They can
also be captured instantaneously on a smartphone which
makes it much easier for people to share.
Searching and combining this imagery, especially from
multiple sources, can provide a useful real-time view about
a place or situation.
The inclusion of GPS data also provides location
information which, combined with the imagery, provides a
rich source of information.

Real-time Image Collator

Real-time Image Collator is a software tool that collects
filtered images from chosen feeds and presents them with
geolocation data to the end user.
The subject of the images are not analysed, rather, it is
a tool to aid decision making by providing a collection of
images that match a chosen search criteria (i.e. keywords,
time, location).

Benefits

» Global Reach - the system can take inputs from a number
of sources hosted on the Internet to provide situational
awareness from potentially any location.
» Real-time - images are processed in real-time to allow
rapid decision making. As further images are made
available the image collection automatically refreshes.

» Targeted - the image collection can be filtered to focus
on a particular time frame, keywords or location(s).

» Multiple Searches - a number of searches can run
concurrently to refine or broaden the image collation as
required.

Applications

» Event experience Apps
» Emergency response
» Crowd management

» Image library research for news / media

Description

Real-time Image Collator taps into the vast resource of
Internet-based images and can take feeds from multiple
sources, such as:
» Commercial API

» Publicly available sources
» Social media

» Customer’s own sources

API

Potential extensions to the Real-time Image Collator
include a Data API. This would allow backend access to
the data so that additional, more powerful, analysis can be
conducted.

Example use: Disaster relief

The Real-time Image Collator could be used, for example,
by NGOs working in disaster relief. When a natural disaster
occurs time is of the essence and information is limited.

Real-time Image Collator interface

NGOs and locals could be directed to upload images and
comments to a dedicated platform in the Cloud to which
the relief agency has access. Using the Real-time Image
Collator would help coordination activities to be more
effective and allow them to respond better as the situation
changes, e.g. the availability of infrastructure such as
bridges.

More information

For more information about licensing this technology, or to
speak to us about our other data sciences related IP, please
contact us.
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